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Introduction 

Have you ever got poked with a 
pencil? Well all you need is a 
pencil cap? Well I Invented this 
invention because I have problems 
with sharp pencils. That’s why I 
invented a pencil cap because I 
get poked a lot. 



Research problem, and predictions

How will my invention solve the problem? 
If you have a sharp pencil this invention will solve the problem. All you need is a 
pencil cap from poking yourself from the sharp pencil. My invention is useful for 
you and your family, anywhere! So go buy my invention from the store.

Predictions about my invention: 
I went home and I told my dad we need to go to the store to get materials for an idea I have.  
He stated, “Yes!” So we went to the store we bought all the materials and then we went 
home. I predict that my invention will be fun to make and many people can design it however 
they would like. I sketched it at school and then I brought my invention prototype to school.



sketch design



Investigative methods or steps / procedures

Materials:
-hot glue
-rubber string
-1 pack of beads
-pencil
-pen cap
-hair ties



-These are the steps the buyers 
are going to by the tools. 

-To begin with, you get a pen cap 
and put decorations to the pen 
cap. Apply the beads to the rubber 
string you at least need like 20 
beads on each pen cap.

-The last part is to apply the 
rubber string and the hair tie to 
the beads. Put the cap 
onto the pencil and the hair tie to 
the rubber string.

-Get a sharpened pencil, and try 
the pen cap onto it.

Steps: And now you 
got this.



Discussion and results



Discussion and results

Results:

My sketch of the Pencil Cap turned out to be quite a successful 
invention. I was able to actually hold my sharpened pencil without 
getting poked. The pen cap was decorated and it fit onto the 
pencil better than just a pen cap with no decorations. The  hair tie 
could pose a problem to people who have bigger wrists. 
Someone who has this problem can use a scrunchy instead 
because they are bigger. 
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